PROCEEDINGS OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, IRRIGATION & ADMINISTRATION, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM

Present:(V.K. Mahanudevan)

Sub:- Irrgn.-Estt.- Sri. Vikas Koroth, Assistant Engineer (on LWA)–Request for rejoining duty- posting - orders issued.

Read:- 1) GO (Rt)No.97/07/WRD dated, 19-01-2007
2) GO (Rt)No.1249/2011/WRD dated, 16-12-2011.
3) Representation dated, 12-01-2017 submitted by Sri. Vikas Koroth, Assistant Engineer (on LWA)


As per the orders read above as Ist and IInd above, Sri. Vikas Koroth, Assistant Engineer in this department was sanctioned Leave Without Allowance for a total period of 10 years in two spells and he availed the same with effect from 03-02-2007. Now, vide the representation read as IIIrd above, he has requested to rejoin duty and to cancel un availed portion of the leave.

In these circumstances, Sri. Vikas Koroth (now on LWA) is posted in the existing vacancy at Minor Irrigation Section, Ambalavayal with immediate effect.

Date of joining shall be intimated in due course.

The controlling officer shall furnish proposal for cancelling the un-availed portion of leave with effect from the date of re-joining.

Sd/-
CHIEF ENGINEER.

To
1) Sri. Vikas Koroth, Assistant Engineer (on LWA) Koroth House, Nettur P.O, Thalassery – 670 105
2) The Accountant General (A&E), Kerala, Branch Office, P B No. 507, Thrissur, Pin 680 020
3) The Assistant Executive Engineer, M I Sub Division, Kalpetta
4) Stock file.

Forwarded/by order

Deputy Chief Engineer.